Ukrainian National Suzuki Association (UNSA)
Update 2 April 2022
Dear friends!
Unfortunately, Russia's war against Ukraine continues. Every day, Ukrainian peaceful towns and
villages suffer from shelling, and civilians die. To date, 158 children have died in Ukraine since the
beginning of the war.
UNSA thanks the entire Suzuki community for their support.
Below is information about the financial affairs of UNSA.
Financial aid for Ukrainian Suzuki teachers who were evacuated to Europe:
- 6500 UAH for Hanna Vasiutkevich (Suzuki voice teacher from Kyiv, now she is in Italy).
- 6500 UAH for Olena Diukova (concertmaster from studio "Academy Music" in Kyiv, now she is in
Belgium).
Violins (see page 2)
We continue to buy violins for children who ended up in other regions of Ukraine or abroad. Now
these students can continue their studying.
- 1700 UAH buying a violin 1/2 for a student Zlata Vasiutkevich from Kyiv who is in Italy now.
-2800 UAH buying a violin for a student Daria Cherniatchik 1/2 from Kyiv who is in Vinnytsia region
now.
- 2010 UAH buying a violin 4/4 for a student Kyryl Topikha from Kyiv who is in Poland now.
-2050 UAH buying a violin 1/2 for a student Valerii Moshniaha from Severodonetsk who is in
Vinnytsia region now.
- 2200 UAH buying a violin 1/8 for a student Ostap Kravchuk from Kyiv who is in Ivano-Frankivsk
now.
-2800 UAH buying a violin 1/8 for a student Kamila Trampolets from Severodonetsk who is in
Uzhgorod region now.
Total spent on the needs of Ukrainian teachers and students, starting from the first days of the war, 145,160 UAH
02.04.2022 16:50
We have on my own bank cards:
2,109.64 EUR
27,428 UAH
We have in the UNSA bank account:
- 80,145 UAH ( including 9900 PLN from CENTRUM EDUKACJI SUZUKI for POLISH NATIONAL SUZUKI
ASSOCIATION DONATION and 2,000 EUR from ISTITUTO SUZUKI ITALIANO).
Last time, it was not indicated that out of the total amount, 20,544 UAH was the money that was in
the UNSA bank account;
- 9,500 GBP from ANNA SIBLEY (justgiving, British donation).
- 2,731 EUR from different countries (including 2,186 from CENTRUM EDUKACJI SUZUKI for POLISH
NATIONAL SUZUKI ASSOCIATION DONATION).
We are very grateful to the entire Suzuki community for their help and support. We hope that the
war will end soon and our teachers and children will be able to return to their former lives.
With love,
Nataliia Koptienkova,
Chair of UNSA.
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